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ABSTRACT

In major e-commerce recommendation systems, the number of users and items is very large and available
data are insufficient for identifying similar users. As a result, recommender systems could not use users'
opinion to make suggestions to other users and the quality of the recommendations might reduce. The
main objective of our research is to provide high quality recommendations even when sufficient data are
unavailable. In this article we have presented a model for this condition that combines recommendation
methods (e.g., Collaborative Filtering (CF) and Content Based Filtering (CBF)) with other methods such as
clustering and association rules. The model consists of four phases, at the first phase, tourists are
clustered based on their location and the target tourist's cluster is sent to the next phase. In the second
phase, a two level graph is made based on the similarity between the tourist interests and the similarity of
the tours. According to this graph, transitive relations are discovered among the tourists and k number of
items that have the highest weight of relationships and are suggested to the target tourists. According to
the experiments, the standard F-measure indicates that the quality of the recommendations of this model
is higher than the traditional approaches which cannot discover transitive relationships.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile phones are becoming a primary platform for accessing information and when coupled
with recommender systems technologies they can become key tools for mobile users both for
leisure and business applications. Also the huge amount of data in mobile business processes
and physical limitations have increased the importance of personalization process. Nowadays,
expansion of mobile networks has caused the emergence of a new type of electronic business
called mobile business. For this purpose the predictive and recommender systems have been
developed increasingly [1], [2], [3]. Tourism is a primary application area for mobile
applications to support the traveller before, during and after the travel. A mobile tourism
recommender system simulates an offline travel agency. The main purpose is to help
customers in travel planning because it may be so complicated and confusing to process a lot
of information on the travel sites. Thus, a mobile web-based recommender system can
effectively help the customers to find their trip destination according to their interests.
Recommender systems have been used to make recommendations of interesting items in a
wide variety of application domains, such as web page recommendation [4], digital news [5],
e-commerce [2], movie recommendation [6], travel agent [7] among others. A variety of
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approaches have been used to perform recommendations in these domains, including contentbased, collaborative, demographic and knowledge-based [7]. Collaborative filtering
approaches use user information profile and extract the users according to the similarity of
their profiles. In content-based approaches, the items will be suggested to the customers that
are very similar in content and character to his or her favorite items. Although, there are
different ways for implementing these systems, but yet due to the increase in the precision of
existing methods, recommendations are considered in various application areas.
In this research, the main objective is to increase the quality of recommendations in mobile
tourism recommender systems. We provide an effective model composed of collaborative
filtering and content based filtering. In this model, the tourists are clustered based on their
location initially, in order to reduce the search space and making the neighbourhood of the
active tourist. Clustering the tourists results in better performance of the proposed model. After
clustering, tourists' profile is created based on the characteristics of the tourists and tours. The
profiles are made based on their behavioural patterns, ratings and content characteristics of the
tours. Then, a two-level graph is created that is composed of the tour-tour and tourism-tour
similarities. Finally, recommendations are made based on the above-mentioned graph by
Branch and Bound (B&B) algorithm and k recommendations are suggested.
In Section 2 of this article, we explain the common methods which could be used in
recommender systems such as collaborative filtering (CF) and content based filtering (CBF).
Then, we express the challenges and the most common data mining methods used in
recommender systems. In Section 3, the proposed model is presented and in Section 4, the
experimental results are presented. Finally, Section 5concludes the paper and presents future
trends for research in this field.

2. RECOMMENDATION APPROACHES
The approaches of recommender systems are usually classified as collaborative, content-based
demographic and knowledge-based. We review the most common methods in the rest of this
section.
Collaborative Filtering (CF): Collaborative filtering is the most common method in the
recommender systems. CF uses user profile and extracts the users according to their profiles
similarity (neighborhood). This approach is based on this theory: users with common interests
in the past time will have similar behaviors in the future. CF method can generate
recommendations based on following information [8], [9], [10]:
a) Weighted Recency, Frequency and Monetary (WRFM): Customer loyalty and the
importance of the membership time duration in a commercial website are very important in the
process of identifying and recommending of the customer. Recommending is composed of
three components: recency, frequency and monetary. Recency is an interval between the times
of the last purchase date until now. Frequency is the number of purchase at a specific
timeframe. Monetary is the amount of money that the customer has spent during a specific
timeframe. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is used to determine the importance of RFM
variables. AHP approach can identify each variable weight. First, it will be asked from the
experts to compare two variables and according to the importance of the variables, put the
numbers 1 to 9 beside them. Then, adaptation of the comparisons is considered, if there is not
any compatibility among them, the first phase will be repeated [11], [12].
b) Customers' ratings: In this approach, customers' priorities are extracted from their
behavioural patterns, navigations, ratings and purchasing priorities. This method has 2 phases; in
the first phase, customers' behavioural patterns, navigations and their purchases are collected and in
the second phase, the customer preferences in purchases are determined numerically. If
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an item is purchased then its priority level will be 1. If an item is selected but not purchased
then it s value will be computed via probability of its purchase [13].
Content-Based Filtering (CBF): Content-based filtering makes suggestions according to
customer s past interests. Therefore, the items will be suggested to the customers that are very
similar in content and character to his or her favourite items [7], [11].

2.1. Data Mining Techniques for Recommender Systems
Almost all recommender systems use data mining techniques to generate suggestions. The
types of data mining techniques which are used in this paper are clustering and association
rules mining.
Clustering: It is data division into several groups so that the data in a group should have the
most similarity together and the most differences with the other groups. Among the clustering
methods, self-organizing map and k-Means have been used for many decades [14].
Association Rules Mining: Association rules can discover relationships between products
in a particular domain. So, they can find relations between the products in one event, this event
is called transaction as a purchase transaction. We define an item set as a collection of one or
more items. An association rule is an expression in the form of X→Y, where X and Y are item
sets. In this case the support of the association rule is the fraction of transactions that have both
X and Y. On the other hand, the confidence of the rule is how often items in Y appear in
transactions that contain X. Given a set of transactions T, the goal of association rule mining is
to find all rules having support ≥ minsup threshold and confidence ≥ minconf threshold [15],
[16], [17].

2.2. Recommender Systems Challenges
Despite their popularity and advantages, recommender systems have several shortcomings:
Cold start: It refers to the situation in which an item cannot be recommended unless it has
been rated by a substantial number of users. This problem applies to new and obscure items
and is particularly detrimental to users with eclectic taste. Likewise, a new user has to rate a
sufficient number of items before the recommendation algorithm be able to provide reliable
and accurate recommendations [18].
Sparsity: In many commercial recommender systems, both the number of items and the
number of consumers are large. In such cases, even very active users may have purchased less
than 1% of the items. So, the consumer-product interaction matrix can be extremely sparse.
This problem is commonly named as the sparsity [19], [20].

2.3. Graph Based Model
In graph-based approaches, the data is represented in the form of a graph where nodes are items,
users or both, and edges are the representative of interactions or similarities between the users and
items. These approaches allow the nodes that are not directly connected, to influence each other by
spreading information along the edges of the graph. It is shown in Figure 1, in a bipartite graph, the
graph has two sets of nodes, users and items, and an edge that connects user u to item i if u rates i.
The weight of each edge represents the correlation value [8], [21], [22].

Suppose the recommender system needs to recommend products for consumer c2. The
standard CF algorithm will make recommendations based on the similarities between c1 and
other consumers (c2 and c3). The similarity between c2 and c3 is obvious because of previous
common purchases (i3). As a result, i1 is recommended to c2 because c3 has already
purchased it [23], [24].
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Figure 1. Representation of Users-Items in a bipartite graph [22]

3. THE PROPOSED MODEL
The proposed model consists of two phases as shown in Figure 2:
Phase 1: Almost all the recommender systems have sparsity problem. Clustering may be a
way to reduce this problem. Although, this method may not solve the sparsity problem, but it
can reduce the sparsity by minimizing the search space, so it would be effective in the quality
of suggestions. In the tourism application, tourists' location can be the main parameter in
clustering because they are scattered in the search space. So, the tourists are placed in a cluster
in one particular geographic area. After this step, the cluster which includes the active user is
sent to the second phase of the model as input.
Phase 2: In this phase, two types of information are used: transactional data and content of
items.
a) Similarity of the tourist-tour based on the transactional data: At this phase,
similarity between the tourists and tours is calculated by two types of input data. In the first
approach, join over time and RFM parameters and in the second approach, tours ratings are
used. To calculate the similarity in the first approach, we should extract the purchase
transactions in the database and then RFM parameters are calculated. RFM parameters are
normalized as shown in Formula 1:
S

x' =

(x−x )
(x

L

S

(1)

.

−x )

Since the increase of the R parameter causes decreases in the tourist's loyalty, the expression
shown in Formula 2 is used instead.

x' =

(x

L

− x)

(xL −xS)

.

(2)

In the expression shown in Formula 1, x' is the normalized parameter and x is the original data.
xL and xS are the maximum and minimum of RFM parameters. The weight of RFM
parameters is calculated by AHP method. In this approach, tour ratings are extracted from the
triple behaviours of the tourists by the web usage mining. Similarity of the tourists is
calculated as shown in Formula 3:
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SimWRFM (ci, cj) =

∑ (WRFM ci −WRFM ci )(WRFM cj − WRFM cj )
s∈V

∑ (WRFM ci −WRFM ci )

s∈V

2

∑ (WRFM cj − WRFM cj )

.

(3)

2

s∈V

So, WRFM ci and WRFM cj are average RFM parameters for tourist ci, RFM parameters for
tourist cj, respectively and V is a set of RFM parameters. WRFMci and WRFMcj are
normalized value of the RFM parameter ci and RFM parameter of tourist cj, respectively.
In the second approach, tour ratings are extracted from triple behaviours by web usage mining.
Triple behaviours are composed of click on the tour link to view details, put tour in shopping basket
and purchase tour. Then ratings are presented by the rating matrix, Rating=(rij), i=1,…,M and
j=1,…,N (M and N are the number of tourists and tours, respectively) and each matrix

c

element (rij) is calculated according to Formula 4. Therefore, rij is the number of user i’s clicks

b
p
on the tour j’s link. Also, rij and rij

are the number of putting tour into shopping basket and
p
purchasing tour j by tourist i, respectively. The value of rij can be extracted by the purchase
request tables in the data base.

Figure 2. The Proposed Model
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Similarity of the tourists is computed using the above-mentioned matrix as shown in Formula 5:
∑ (Ri − Ri )(R j − R j )

Sim R (i, j) =

k∈S

2

∑ (R −R )
i
k∈S i

Therefore, Ri and R j
tourists’ ratings.

∑(R −R
j
k∈S j

)

2

.

(5)

are the average rating of tourists i and j, respectively and S is a set of

Finally, the total similarity is defined as shown in Formula 6:
CSimWRFM − R = wWRFM × SimWRFM (i, j) + wRSimR (i, j).

(6)

In the expression shown in Formula 6, wWRFM and wR are positive values in such a way that
wWRFM + wR = 1 . In this paper, wWRFM and wR are considered 0.7 and 0.3, respectively
(based on our empirical evaluations).

Similarity of the tour-tour based on content of the tours: In this phase, the
correlation between tours is analyzed. The tour correlations are extracted by finding relationships
between tour features. For this purpose, we use association rules. There is an example of these rules
in tourism recommender system:
R1: Month = January → Place = beach [sup: 0.40, conf: 0.82]
After the extraction of association rules (for example Table 1), a feature-feature matrix is

b)

generated by using the confidence parameters as shown in Table 2. Therefore, Formula 7
calculates the similarity between tours ti and tj as:

SimC (ti , t j ) =

∑

t∈T

ASim(ti , t j )
.
T

(7)

So, T is the number of features in tour ti and SimC(ti,tj) is the similarity between characteristics
of the tours.
Table 1. An example of association rules
Rule
Month = January → Cost = Low-cost
Month = January → Place = Beach
Cost = Low-cost → Place = Beach

Support
35%
40%
50%

Confidence
66%
82%
77%

Table 2. A simple matrix of feature-feature similarity

January
Low-cost
Beach

January
1
-

Low-cost
0.66
1
-

Beach
0.82
0.77
1
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Phase 3: In the 2-level graph, tourists are in one layer and tours are in the other layer. There are
two kind of connections between nodes; Connections that are created from similarity of the tourtour and tourist-tour. Each Connection between tours shows their similarity. Connections between
the two layers is created by transactional data that each connection shows similarity of the touristtour.

By selecting the various kinds of connections, we can use them to generate recommendations. If
only the content of the tour is selected, it means that only the existing connections in tours layer are
used, which is exactly the content based approach. If the connections between two layers (tourist
and tour) become active, it means that the collaborative filtering approach has been activated. If all
connections become active, it means that the hybrid approach has been selected.

Different recommendation methods can be used based on the graph model. In this paper, the
nodes that have the highest correlation with the starting item are suggested (spreading
activation algorithm as graph search). Spreading activation activates a number of nodes as
starting nodes and then follows the links that they are connected to starting nodes. Then, it is
iterated to those nodes that are already active. In spreading activation, all inactive nodes will
be activated in a specific activity level. For this intention, there is Branch-and-Bound (B&B)
search algorithm based on state space traversal process.
Phase 4: The output of phase 3 is the tours with various weights. k is the number of tours that are
presented to the tourists. In this paper, k is 9 out of 30 tours.

4. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed model, a dialog between a tourist and a
mobile agency clerk has been simulated. After the tourist registers in the system, all the places
that are his favorite and he has never purchased them before, are suggested to him. To evaluate
the model, the data has been collected from a set of 100 mobile tourists that rated 30 tours. The
data set is divided into two parts; training set with 90% of the total ratings and the test set with
10% of the total ratings. k-means algorithm within SPSS Clementine environment has been
used for clustering tourists. The optimal number of clusters has been determined into five
clusters by Rapid Miner. Then, the k-means algorithm clusters the whole data set into five
clusters. In this process, the records that belong to clusters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are 25, 16, 18, 26, 15 in
order. The target tourist’s cluster is the third cluster with 18 records. It is obvious that the
proposed model only uses 18 tourists instead of 100 and this decrease in the number of tourists
can influence the performance of the recommender system. Also, Apriori algorithm (within
SPSS Clementine environment) is used for extracting association rules. To determine the
similarity, only the rules that contain just one member are used. Also, for generating the
recommendations, a program was written in Turbo C++ that implements the algorithm of
generating k recommendations.
The Recall and Precision criteria are used to evaluate the performance of recommender systems.
Recall means that how many of the purchased items that the costumers really bought have been put
correctly into the recommendation list and Precision means that how many of suggested items
actually have been purchased by the costumers. These two criteria can be simply calculated but
they somewhat work contradictory with each other. For example, if the number of
recommendations increases, Recall will increase but Precision will decrease. So, F-measure is used
to combine Precision (Formula 8) and Recall (Formula 9) criteria as shown in Formula 10:

Test set ∩ Recommended tours
set
Precision =
Test set

.

(8)
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Recall =

Test set ∩ Recommended tours set
Recommended tours set

(9)

.

F − measure = 2 × Precision × Recall .
Precision + Recall

(10)

The following definition, as shown in formula 11, is used to measure the density degree of
a graph:

Graph density = Number of actual links present in the graph .
Number of possible links in the graph

(11)

We have compared the results of the proposed model with user-based collaborative filtering
(by Pearson correlation) and content based filtering. The results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Recommendation Precision, Recall, F-measure for three algorithms

Algorithm
HF-B&B based
CF-User Based
(Correlation)
CBF

Precision
0.29

Recall
0.73

F-measure
0.42

0.21

0.51

0.33

0.19

0.32

0.24

In Table 3, the values of Precision, Recall and F-measure criteria at one density level are
presented for three types of methods, i.e., HF-B&B Based, CF-User Based (Correlation) and
CBF. Also for these three methods, F-measure is considered in 11 density levels as shown in
Figure 3. As shown in the figure, when the density level is low, the quality of
recommendations in all the three methods is on the same level, but when the density increases,
the user based CF method will have better results than the CBF method. Because the userbased algorithms are not able to utilize the associations between items, the curve for userbased (similarity function) algorithm maintains lower level of performance than HF method.
Also, as can be seen in the figure, the CBF method performed poorly in our experiments. This
is mainly due to the characteristics of our data set, in which the number of items is larger than
the number of users, and the user-item interaction matrix is relatively sparse. However, with a
different type of dataset in which the number of items is small and the number of users is
large, the item-based approach should have better performance.
In high level of sparsity, the quality of the proposed model is at least 29 percent better than
CF (user based) and CBF. The recommendation quality of HF (spreading activation-based)
method increased faster than of the standard approaches because the transactional data
accumulates during the initial deployment phase of the recommender system.
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Figure 3. The amount of F-measure criteria for three methods in the eleven levels of the
sparsity graph

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we aimed to improve the quality of recommendations in the proposed model. For
this purpose, two effective approaches have been used in two different phases. In the first
phase, clustering was used and in the second phase a graph-based model for recommendation
was used. These two methods are complementary because the computational complexity of
graph-based recommendation is very high and clustering reduces search space and
computations. The experiments indicate that our approach improves the quality of
recommendation significantly compared to standard CF and CBF. In the future research,
connections of user layer with demographic data could be considered. This approach is
expected to improve the precision of the recommendations.
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